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12 .steps to: Implement: Safe Havefr--Reducin~ Crime >SO% by 2019 -- SAViNG LIVES arid Tax Dollars 

Step 

1 

. 2 

Prog~~m 

Afterschool Programs for All 'Children · 

throughout ·Chicago 

In.creased Surveillance 

·-Resident Patrols/e- 'Resident-Patrols 

Increased C_ommunity Cameras 

Cost Outcome 

csc participants= o cost1 Reduced Crime 

Usessupervisors:(eg, teachers) rmp_roved Academics 

already in place 

CSC participants= 0 cost 

$3000/camera·installed 2· 

Reduced Crime 

Increased Convictions 

Increased Community 

$3M/yr= 1000 new cam.eras/yr · involvement 

· 3 Adult CSCJobs CSC participants - 0.COSt I Increased safety 

··schools, garbage pkk-:-up, recycling, etc Uses current supervisors clea.ner streets, alleys, etc 

4. CSC participants= O Reduced Drug Use/Crime 

5 

Dn.!g Reduct:ion CSC Programs 

: . Expanded'GPS Usage $500/GPS Unit x· 1000 = $SOOK 2 Reduced Jail/Cr_ime 

. 6 Communi.ty College/Business Partnerships Pieked up.by Businesses 2 .Increased Apprenticeships 

7 Expanded Mental Health Interventions Using Current Staff . Early ldentification/tx 

:-- Support.Grou_ps for Children/Families 

-- Reed/Madden Frequent Flyer-DiversiOn 

SWs, Prabation, DCFS, etc Ongoing Support Services 

Medicaid/County Care Reduced Recidivism 

8 

·9 

Horn.eless Housi.ng/Work Program.s Safe Haven Savings 'Plan (~HSP) 2 Eliminate H<:>melessness 

· WWMBL3 Saves Time and Money · Resolving > 80% of Cases 

· Win-Wih: Mediati6h BEFORE: Lose-Lose Litigation Without Need for Trials 

10 Obama: and the MURDER of Don Young (OMDY) SAVES Costs of Full Pardons for Full Disclosures 

Hillary's emails; Uranium One, etc. Special Prosecutors B·ipartisan Win-Win Grand Deal 

· . : 11 Global Energy Independence Program (GEIP) SAVES $2-3 T/yr dean, renewable Energy 

12 : Candidate forums-to: Endorse ·· SAVES LIVES and Reduce Crime/Drugs/Murders 

' BIPARTISAN: Contract for Chicago/Cook/IL Billions in Tax Dollars 3 >50% in 2019, >90% by 2020 

1Saf:e Haven's Commun:ity Service Corps (CSC), like FDR CCC/WPA transforms Subsidies into JOBS=O Cost 
. . . 

· 2Safe Haven Savings ·Plan (SHSP) allows SAVINGS from Prevention Programs to be Reinvested=Multiplier 

3Achieving a Gang~.Free, Drug-Free, Full~Employment Economy by 2020 SAVES LIVES and Tax Dollars ·~- By 

A~L c;andid.ate·s signing the Bipartis~n Contract the true WINNERS .will be the PEOPLE of Chicago! 
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BIPARTISAN Contra:ct for Chic~go/Cook County to Reduce Gang· Crime a_nd Murders >50% in 2019 

. Step . Program Description ··· Ch~pter in The Chicago Project(CP) 

1. Afterschool Programs forAll Children in 2018 (Starting .. by 9/5/18) · (4.1.1) 

. Appropriately screened CSC participantswiU work as teacher's ~ides, hall monitors, Afterscho.ol tutors 
and coachei and resident patrols. Community Serviee Corps (CSC) participants already have a "work 
requirement;' as part.of their current subsidjes. Later, these posi~ions would: be converted to regular job 

·· positions (see Safe Haven Savings Plan-,. SHSP below). For now, however, CSC participants could be in 
. place :by. 9/5/18 :or as early in the school year as: possible to help both keep our chiidren safe and 

I . , . 

· improve atadem1tQUTCOMES.in the process. Current school staff (including teachers) would now have 
additional assistance .under their supervision ~~making thefr jobs easier and safer in the process. 

Safe Haven.Savings Plan (SHSPh A PENNY OF PREVENTION IS WORTH A DOLLAR OF CURE--ZBB 

Using Zer~-Based Budgeting (:ZBB), it can be agreed that any SAVINGS r>ro"duced by S~fe Haven will be 
. reinvested into further expanding Prevention-Oriented Programs inthe future, 

If we: can Reduce Gang Crime, Drugs, .Oro pouts, Abuse and Joblessness ,even.10%, we would be 

SAVING over $500 M annually. The 2019 goal of Safe Haven is a >50% Reduction in these areas ($2.58). 

By reinvesting at least some of the savings into further expanding _Prevention-Oriented Programming, 
we will get a :Multiplier Effect with even Greater Savings (both Hu_ man and financial) over time. 

2. Reduce Crime/Murders> 50% by 2019 --Increased Surveillance-Resident/e-Resident Patrols (4.1.1) 

Again, Crime Reduction Prqgrams will .occur in stages. By having ALL individu~ls. on Prol;>ation and 
Parole assign~d to csc or other Jobs in the Public and/or. Private Sectors,. we :Can guarantee that these 
individuals are learning important J(Jb Skills (e .. g., showing up on time each day, staying sober, etc.) while 
knowing predsely where they are as they help to pay off their "debts to Society." 

Initial CSC jobs can be as simple as picking up the garbage; :working ir\.recycliilg plants, cleaning the .: 
·streets, removing graffiti, etc.-- None of which require a PhD or any:special training. Over time, however, 
the more SAVINGS. are availcible through the SHSP.; focus can become i_ncreasingly on Appnmticeship . 

long•term JOB TRAINING Program~: By Adolescent Offenders not only participating in Afterschool . . . . 

Programs, bl!t also Apprenticeship Training Programs d~ring their Junior a11d Senior years where 
appropriate, the best Crir:ne Prev~htion Intervention of _all can be used-- Living-wage JOBS. · 

Again, as SAVINGS become available, increased use of Cameras, including Of1: side streets and alleys 

can be accomplished. By having appropriately screened individuals on "disability". who are. unable to 
work reliably outside of the:house (e~g:, :"back pain;" etc.) can volunteer as e- Resident Patrols to simply 
"watch their T'V" on-line for a certain number:of hours several day$· a week. Thus, o~herthan the initial 
costs of instalH.ng the cameras (e.g,; $3000/camera x 1.000 =$3M/Yr) and using current personnel· as 
Sl!pervisors,we can significantly expand th.e use of sllch e- Resioent Patrols at minimcil additional cost. 

It is worth noti.ng that, since the cameras are always "in place," offenders don't know if they are being 

monitored or not in real time. But, in addition to their role in PREVENTION, using the recordings of such 

cameras can significantly help to both Identify and Convict offenders; 
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. ·tn addition to prioritiiing installation of cameras in "·hotspots"· aroun~ the City where· crimes_ are 

involved_, especially involving_ lnju,.Y and/or death, we can maximize the c6st~effectiveness of such 
· implementation strategies: .. Also, of course, private businesses or even block dubs could also. pay for the 

installation of such _cameras, thus expediting the process even more .(Cf Protocol.for.new Stop Signs, etc) 

Similarly, ~SAVINGS tro111 SHSP ·can be used.to further·expand the· use of GPS monitoring (e.g., 

$500/unit x 1000 bracelets= $50(),000). Again, knowing where individuats on -Probation and Parole are 

24/7/365 not only helps:to PR~V~NT crimes; but also helps to Identify and Convict new perpet~ators . 
. Again; A.PENNY OF PREVENTION .... 

. ~- Adult CSC Jobs-- Public ahd Private ·s:ectors (4.1.2) 
. .. 

Aga·in, as noted above, .initial adult CSC jobs. for individuals on Probation and Parole can be as simple . . 
as Work collecting garbage and in recycling· centers, deaning parks and highways, etc.-- None .of which 
reql,iire a PhD. As SAVINGS result from Reduced Crime and Recidivism, Reduced Murd~rs and Injuries, 
etc., usi!"'g the:Safe Haven Savi_n.gs ProgrcHrl .(SHSP) Vocational Work Training· Programs would also be 

. significantly exp;rnded during 2019. 
. .. . ,J .. . 

Whil~ .Court-Ma.ndated participation in CSC Jobs by individuals on Probation and Parole would be 

Prioritized in terms of Crime Prevention, such:programs would also be expanded to include ALL 

individuals turrently unemployed and seeking ·work; ·A Positive Multiplier Effect thus ensues. 

4. ·Drug Reduction CSC:Programs · · (4.1.2) 

By having Adolescents on Probation and Parole in Extended Aftersc~ool Programs, they are simply not 

·availa_b_le.to sell dru_gs or act"as ·1ooko_uts: _ similarly~ for Adults. sentenc~d. into JOB Program~, they too are 
not avaiiable to. sen drugs for Significarif parts of the .day throughoudh~ week."Also, by the use of drug 

testing as needed, we: can assure that both.Adolescents -and Adults·are staying Drug-Free. Any violations 

of Sobriety will ~ead to additions. to their long·-term Wotk Requirements. Thus, not only will Crime no . 

lohger "pay/' Criminals will actually Pay for·crimes. Rea t"conseque.nces !ead to Real PREVENTION. 

· 5. Expanded GPS Usage (4.1.2) . 

While all of the above programs can be implemented rapidly u_sing simple sign~in and sign-out sheets, 
as SAVINGS are achievedthrou~h Crime Prevention, the-Safe Haven Savings Program (SHSP) can use part 

of this moriey for Expanded GPS. U.sage. It may also be .possible in· many instances to simply use cell 

phones instead of ankl·e bracelets as a cost ... effective· alternative for nonviolent offenders. 

Again, in addition:to act1,.1ally PREVENTING Crimes by knowing where individuals are 24/7 /365, the 

same _information can help.to.Identify and Convict Criminals using Prop"inquity (Proximity) Protocols. If 

· Ankh~ Ekacelets.are approximately $~00/GPS .Uriit, then.lOOO a.dditio.nal units could be purchased for 

approximately ·$S00,000 either through the SHSP or donations from Private Foundations, etc. 

6. Gommunity College/~usiness p~rtnership~ (4.1.2) 

Significantly expanding <:ommunity College/Business Partnerships, especially for individuals not 
intenciing:to go qn .to four-year. college programs, .can significantly improve the ability of Chicago 

businesses to have ready access to reliable, well~trained workers. To the extent that at least some. of the 

appr.enticeships can indlide actual on-the~job training, this can help to significantly reduce overall costs. . . 
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Also, to the extent that Chicago can become known for well-trained, motivated workers this in and of 
itself ca~ attract more businesses. By giving tax credits to business~s movl~g in and/or: exp~ndfng within · 
"Empowerment.Zones," a Win-Win scenario can be set up for the busi~esses, workers and the City . 

. 7. Expanded Me.ntal Health lnterventio.ns .(4.1.3) 

: By locating ~ommunity-Based: Mental Health Centers·in pre-existing buildings such as community 
. . . 

centers, etc.,: both time and money can be saved. Also~ . by emphasizing Prevention and Early 
Intervention; many problems cari :be minir'n'iZed. Support groups for At-Risk Children: arid their families 

. would be one example of early intenientions where. problems can be addressed cost-effectively. Such 
. . . . 

community-based: programs would also involve substance· abuse prevention ancfwork where possible. 

8 . Homeless Housing/Work Programs (4.1.3) 

· From just after the ·civil War untH the mld~i950s, Elgin Mental :Health Center was a working farm. 
Deinstitutionalization left many individuals with mental health and substance abuse issues not only . . . 

·homeless; but at tM: mercy:ofdrug d.eaJers and other crimina:l.s and; Often, offmedicatio'ns; · 

By opening dry shelter-workshops~ not only can the homeless have a sate, drug~free environment, 
wher.e possible, they would also have work opportunities Within the :commu.n.ity~ In addition to urban 
wor·kshops, however, strong arguments ca·n b~ made for-reopening the farms as well-SAVING. LIVES. . . 

9. Win-Win Mediation BEFORE Lose-Lose Litigation (WWMBL3) (S.6) 

By Mandating Win-Win Mediation BEFORE Lose-Lose litigation, both Time and Money can be SAVED 
.. while creating a Fairer Systerrdn the process. Since· ;>80% of cases are:resolved during Discovery, 

WWMBL3 can help to significantly reduce Court Caseloads while improving OUTCOMES in the process. 

10. Obamc:i anq the MURDER of Doll Young (OMDYF- FULL PA~DONS for FULL DISCLO,S:URES (4.2.l;E.2) 

Don Young was the openly gay choir Director of Reverend Jeremiah ~right's Church who was 
· Murderecl, execution-style, in his apartrrient on 12/23/7. What the Chiei:!go Police knew within days, if 
not hours,· was that Don had. been Obam.a's lover for over 20 years. Just as with Mayor Da ley's nephew, 
' . 

. ho.wever, the CPD have for over 10 years buried this case along with Don Young. Welcome to Chicago. 

· · Chief Criminal Court Judge Leroy· Martin. has alrea.dy stated that Don's :mother, Norina Jean, has 
STANDING to.pursue a SPECIAL PROSECUTOR as was done in the. case of Mayor Daley's nephe~. But, by . · 
Trump offering FULL PARDONS fO'rfULL DISCLOSURES,·a· potential 'BIPARTFSAN Win-Win Grand :oeal can 
be made to end the multiple ongoing Investigations arid simply Fix the Problems moving for.ward. · 

. 11. Global Energy Independence Program (GEIP)--Bipartisan Win-Win Grand Deal--PEACE Paradigm (6) 

GEIP provides a cle~n, renewable.energy that SAVES $2-3 T/Yr of the $5-7 T spent annually primarily 
on carbon-based energy sources. tn addition to help funding a PEACE Paradigm across the World, GEIP 
could also help to fund Universal. Healthcare and Education as part of a Bipartisan Win~Win Grand Deal. 

12. Candidate Forums to Endor,se BIPARTISAN Contract for Chicago Including This 12-Step Program: (5.5) 

To the extent that ALL candidates endorse this BIPARTISAN 12-Step Contract for Chicago, the true·. 
WINNERS will be the PEOPLE of Chicago and f~r beyond. tet these be goals worthy of us all. 
Kimball Ladien;MD, 773/520·7161-: kladfonmd@yahoo·.com 773/520-7161 KLSH12Step12Aug18 
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The Chicago Project-- PEACE on Earth by 2030-- Designing Win-Win Systems for ALL of God's Children 

"The Manhattan Project' built the Bomb. The Chicago Project can help us all build the PEACE." 

The four goals of the Chicago Project are: 

1. A Gang-Free, Drug-Free, Full-Employment Economy in America by 2020 (Safe Haven); 

2. Building the "Cyber-City/State/Country/World of th~ Future" (IF-PREVENT and Super-EPIC); 

3. Building and implementing GEIP (Clean, renewable energy SAVING $2-3 TRILLION/year); and 

4. PEACE on Earth by 2030 (starting with Peace Paradigm for ISIS, Iran and North Korea in 2018). 

Just as landing a man on the moon by the end of the decade was a noble goal of a previous 

generation, We can set the four goals of the Chicago Project as absolutely DOABLE objectives that can 
help UNITE not just the Country, but the World in the process .. This is what LEADERSHIP is all about. 

And, just as with Penicillin, what can work in Chicago can equally well work in Detroit, New York and 

. Los Angeles now and in Buenos Aires, Mogadishu and New Delhi later. Safe Haven thus reinforces and 

enhances all of President Trump's other job creating initiatives from Infrastructure Repair to bringing 
Manufacturing Jobs back to America . And, in the process, we move from Entitlements (Rights WITHOUT 

Responsibilities) to True EMPOWERMENT (Rights WITH Responsibilities) at every level of society. 

Similarly, the $2-3T /yr of SAVINGS from GEIP can not only help people in America and around the 

World, using GEIP as LEVERAGE as part of the PEACE Paradigm, we can not only Stop Terrorism in 2018, 

but truly achieve genuine Peace on Earth by 2030 as well. 

All of these proposals are STRONG MEDICINE but can Work Well if only used WISELY. 

Simply put, just as with GOOD SCIENCE and GOOD PREVENTIVE MEDICINE, we can and MUST move 
. I . 

beyond "politics as usual" to truly GOOD GOVERNMENT not just in the United States, but around the 

World if we are to FIX THE SYSTEM and fight Arrogance, Stupidity and Systematic Abuse of Power (ASSs) 
at all levels of society from crime and corruption through Terrorism and even War itself .. 

While there is much more to this "story," suffice it to say that the MURDER of my beloved wife and 

soulmate of over 50 years, Sylvia, on 2/4/12 by ASSs has a significant amount to do with these proposals 

on many levels. While Sylvia would never want the Taj Mahal as a " legacy," she very much would 

appreciate sharing Genuine PEACE with ALL of God' s.children, thus "making something very GOOD out 
of somethfng very Bad" as she believed with all of her heart and soul. · · 

With GEIP-powered desalinization plants, we can literally turn deserts into Gardens in the Middle East 

and far beyond. With Safe Haven, we can offer people JOBS and HOPE instead of Funerals and Despair--

. We can all STOP THE CARNAGE NOW not just in America, but around the World. And, .in the process, if 

we can Fight ASSs and build a true Win-Win system for ALL-- PROFOUND GOOD will have been done. 

As I ended my ~afe Haven book almost 25 years ago, "Alone, we can accomplish little. vyorking 
TOGETHER we can Change the World . Let these be goals truly worthy of us all. So it shall be. 

God bless you and ALL of His Children wherever they may be.-Kimball Ladien, MD (773/520-7161) 



Safe Haven-A PENNY OF PREVENTION is WORTH A DOLLAR OF CURE. 

Safe Haven. is a series of PREVENTION-oriente.d, community-based initiatives aimed at breaking the 
eve/es of gangs, drugs, abuse and joblessness in Illinois once and for all. Much as with the CCC and WPA 

from the Depression era, a Community Service Corps, CSC, would provide unemployed able-bodied 
persons JOBS in the private and public sectors thus helping individuals contribute positively to society 
even as they look for other work on a more permanent basis. 

If the ONLY tfring we do in 2018 is to implement the Afterschool programs tor our children and Work 
I . 

Programs for ALL individuals on Probation and Parole, we can easily reach the iriitia/ goal of Reducing 
Gang Crime and MURDERS >40% and help make Chicago a Model for the Country on the way towards 
achieving a Gang-Free, Drug-Free, Full-Employment Economy in America by the Year 2020 that SAVES 

LIVES and BILLIONS of tax dollars-7significantly IMPROVING Education. and Bu.siness OUTCOMES while 
Dramatically Reducing Crime in the process. This would be a true win-win for ALL Americans. 

Question 1: Safe Haven Question for Chicago Mayoral Candidate 

--There is a 100% chance that one of you will come in second in the mayoral primary ~n 2/26/19. 

-- If ALL of you Right Here and Right Now could agree to support the implementation of Afterschool 
Programs throughout Chicago by September that SAVES Lives and Millions of tax dollars, you could 
TOGETHER force Rahm to do the Right Thing for the Right Reasons . 

. -- If Rahm does NOT agree to work with you all to make this happen, then ONE of you has an EXCELLENT 
chance of DEFEATING him on April 2"d. . 

-- But ALL of you will have done PROFOUND GOOD by supporting the implementation of Afterschool . 
Programs NOW. · 

-7 I would like a simple YES or NO answer from each of you: 

--If/ can show you PRECISELY how to implement these Afterschool Programs to SAVE LIVES cind Millions 
of tax dollars by September, 

Will you agree to all stand TOGETHER and DEMAND that Rahm implement these afterschool wograms 
for our children NOW? 

Global Energy Independence Program (GEIP)=Clean, Renewable Energy that SAVES $2-3 T/yr 

GEIP is based upon a very simple equation that can provide a clean and renewable energy source that 
on a global scale can SAVE $2-3 TRILLION/Year of the $5-7 Trillion spent annually primarily on carbon
based energy sources. GEIP is currently in the process of being GIFTED to Pope Francis arid the Bill and 

Melinda Gates Foundation with the understanding that the first demonstration site for these programs 
will be in Illinois. Illinois could thus be SAVING literally BILLldNS of dollars annually while helping the 
environment, businesses and the great; hard-working tax-payers and citizens of Illinois in the process. 

Question 2: Sharing and Implementing GEIP on a BIPARTISAN Basis 

If I share GEIP with Cardinal Cupich, Chief Judge Tim Evans or some similar individual, will you each 

agree to call on not only Rahm, but Governor Rauner and JB Pritzker to help implement these programs 
on a BIPARTISAN basis-- again, SAVIN.G LIVES and Billions of tax dollars in the process? 


